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English Sentence Exercises
(Part 1): Word-Order In
Sentences Jun 01 2024
Rewrite the Sentences in
Correct Word-Order –
EXERCISES -- Sentences With
‘Past Verbs’, Sentences With
‘Present Verbs’, Sentences with
the verb ‘BE’ [Am, Is, Are, Was,
Were], Sentences With Verb
‘Do’ [Do, Does, Did], Sentences

With Verb ‘HAVE’ [Have, Has,
Had], Sentences With ‘Modal
Verbs’, Causative Sentences,
Conditional Sentences,
Correlation/Comparison In A
Sentence, Sentences With Verb
‘Get’, and other exercises
Sample This: Rewrite the
following Sentences in Correct
word order: [1A. Sentences
With ‘Past Verbs’ – 1 – 10] 1A.
‘Past Verbs’ – 01 - 10 (Exercise
01) Rewrite the following
Sentences in Correct word
order: WRONG ORDER 01.

‘Gang war’ to a two-way gun
led battle. 02. Bomb left scare
in the city residents in panic.
03. Government today the
opposition the for reached
cooperation. 04. He bleeding in
the developed lungs. 05. He
police a plea for witnesses to
contact issued the. 06. He to
break free and managed raised
an alarm. 07. He open to cut
the managed steel vault. 08. He
strongly of smelt alcohol. 09.
He after hearing noises woke
up from his sleep in the wee



hours of Monday from another
room in his house. 10. Heavy
stormed police force the
market area. ANSWERS TO
THE EXERCISE 1A (CORRECT
WORD ORDER) 01. ‘Gang war’
led to a two-way gun battle. 02.
Bomb scare in the city left
residents in panic. 03. The
government today reached the
opposition for cooperation. 04.
He developed bleeding in the
lungs. 05. He issued a plea for
witnesses to contact the police.
06. He managed to break free
and raised an alarm. 07. He
managed to cut open the steel
vault. 08. He smelt strongly of
alcohol. 09. He woke up from
his sleep after hearing noises in
the wee hours of Monday from
another room in his house. 10.

Heavy police force stormed the
market area. 1B. ‘Past Verbs’ –
11 - 20 (Exercise 02) Rewrite
the following Sentences in
Correct word order: WRONG
ORDER 11. His us to led bust
arrest another racket. 12. His
grew back hair. 13. Inspector
detailed general discussions
with held officials. 14. Them
neighbor as quiet, religious and
knew ‘normal’. 15. Police all
three on the day arrested the
case in the matter was brought
to their notice. 16. Power
officials $1 million in payments
collected and fines. 17. The
president media to a volley of
questions replied by the
persons. 18. She stop her lip to
bit herself crying. 19. She
wearing from the plane the

printed descended dress,
teamed with a matching coat
and black pumps. 20. She
window him to a tied with a
nylon cord. ANSWERS TO THE
EXERCISE 1B (CORRECT
WORD ORDER) 11. His arrest
led us to bust another racket.
12. His hair grew back. 13.
Inspector general held detailed
discussions with officials. 14.
Neighbor knew them as quiet,
religious and ‘normal’. 15.
Police arrested all three on the
day the case in the matter was
brought to their notice. 16.
Power officials collected $1
million in payments and fines.
17. The president replied to a
volley of questions by the
media persons. 18. She bit her
lip to stop herself crying. 19.



She descended from the plane
wearing the printed dress,
teamed with a matching coat
and black pumps. 20. She tied
him to a window with a nylon
cord.
Better Sentence Writing in 30
Minutes a Day Nov 13 2022
Better Sentence Writing in 30
Minutes a Day features clear
discussions of rules and
strategies for good writing.
Concise explanations and an
abundance of exercises
reinforce the skills necessary
for strong written
communication. From filling in
the blanks to joining short
sentences into longer and more
graceful combinations, this
book will improve all writing
capabilities. An answer key in

the back encourages self-paced
learning.
English Grammar- Am, Is,
Are, Was, Were: Patterns
and Examples Jan 04 2022
This Book Covers The
Following Topics: Verb ‘To Be’
Verb ‘To Be’ -- Negative
Patterns Verb ‘To Be’ --
Interrogative Patterns 1A.
English Grammar – ‘Am’ 1B.
AM + -ING Form of Verb 1C.
AM + Being + Past Participle
1D. AM + Past Participle 2A.
English Grammar – ‘Is’ 2B. IS +
-ING Form of Verb 2C. IS +
Being + Past Participle 2D. IS
+ Past Participle 3A. English
Grammar – ‘Are’ 3B. ARE + -
ING Form of Verb 3C. ARE +
Being + Past Participle 3D.
ARE + Past Participle 4A.

English Grammar – ‘Was’ 4B.
WAS + -ING Form of Verb 4C.
WAS + Being + Past Participle
4D. WAS + Past Participle 5A.
English Grammar – ‘Were’ 5B.
WERE + -ING Form of Verb
5C. WERE + Being + Past
Participle 5D. WERE + Past
Participle Useful Notes (1):
Question Tags (2): Short
Answers (Ellipsis] (3): Addition
to Remarks (4): There Is/Was
and There Are/Were (5):
Subjunctive Mood – ‘Were’ (6):
Be + Going To + Verb Word
(7): ‘Used to’ Vs. ‘Be + Used to’
(8): Be + To + Verb Word (9):
Be + ‘Being”+ Adjective (10):
Mixed Sentences Exercises:
1(A) and 1(B) Exercises: 2(A) to
2(E) Sample This: Verb ‘To Be’
The Verb ‘to be’ is used to



represent the following English
verbs: ‘Am’, ‘Is’, ‘Are’, ‘Was’,
‘Were’ The verb ‘to be’ is used
as both a linking verb and
auxiliary verb. LINKING VERB:
A verb that connects a subject
with the complement (adjective
or noun) that describes it.
Example: He is an engineer. [In
this sentence, subject (he) and
noun (engineer) is connected
by linking verb ‘is’. There is no
main verb in this sentence.]
Some more examples: I am
happy. [linking verb – am] Is he
a good boy? [linking verb – is]
We are very proud of ourselves.
[linking verb – are] She was
intelligent. [linking verb – was]
They were not late by half an
hour. [linking verb – were]
AUXILIARY VERB: A verb that

is used with the main verb to
show tenses, etc. Example: He
is going to the office. [In this
sentence, -ing form of the main
verb ‘go’ has been used with
the auxiliary verb ‘is’. Some
more examples: I am studying a
book. [auxiliary verb – am |
main verb – study (-ing form)]
He is working on his project
[auxiliary verb – is | main verb
– work (-ing form)] We are not
expected to tell the secret.
[auxiliary verb – are | main
verb – expect (past participle
form)] She was taught by me.
[auxiliary verb – was | main
verb – teach (past participle
form)] Were they burdened by
high taxation [auxiliary verb –
were | main verb – burden (past
participle form)] IMPORTANT

POINTS ABOUT VERB ‘TO BE’
‘AM’ – Singular Verb Used In
Present Tense Used with
Subject ‘I’ ‘IS’ – Singular Verb
Used In Present Tense Used
with Subject ‘He’ ‘She’, ‘It’ and
other Singular Subjects ‘ARE’ –
Plural Verb Used In Present
Tense Used with Subject ‘We’,
‘You’, ‘They’ and other Plural
Subjects ‘WAS’ – Singular Verb
Used In Past Tense Used with
Subject ‘I’, ‘He’, She’, ‘It’ and
other Singular Subjects ‘WERE’
– Plural Verb Used In Past
Tense Used with Subject ‘We’,
‘You’ and other Plural Subjects
English Grammar And
Exercises 3 Jun 20 2023
English Sentence Exercises
(Part 2) Nov 25 2023 Sentence
correction worksheets! --



Section A: Identify THREE
words that need to be removed
to make them grammatically
correct. --- Section B: identify
the words that need to be
removed to make them
grammatically correct. ---
Section C: Find out which part
of the sentence has an error
and correct it. --- Section D:
Correct the mistake(s) printed
in bold and underline. Sample
This: In each of the following
sentences, identify THREE
words which need to be
removed to make them
grammatically correct.-- 01.
Intelligent people had know
how have to learn for from the
mistakes. --- 02. All kinds of
promises have are being made
to us but never been kept. ---

03. She has liked loves growing
vegetables in with her kitchen
garden. --- 04. We are become
unstable when problems
disturbing and questions have
disturb our consciousness. ---
05. We are more afraid of what
could been be being out there
rather than of what is actually
would out there. --- 06. A judge
want needs to take decisions
fearlessly and would stand up
bravely to having all pressures
and odds. --- 07. It is
unfortunate how would people
could having have become so
intolerant towards each other. -
-- 08. People say that he might
has make a good film director,
but should he doesn't isn't
know if he is. --- 09. Our
immune system does protects

our body from harmful germs
would that could be make us ill.
--- 10. Success coming in life
comes from to setting goals
and have working hard towards
them.; ANSWERS TO THE
EXERCISE: 01. had, have, for
[Correct sentence: Intelligent
people know how to learn from
the mistakes.] --- 02. have,
being, been [Correct sentence:
All kinds of promises are made
to us but never kept.] --- 03.
has, liked, with [Correct
sentence: She loves growing
vegetables in her kitchen
garden.] --- 04. are, disturbing,
have [Correct sentence: We
become unstable when
problems and questions disturb
our consciousness.] --- 05.
been, being, would [Correct



sentence: We are more afraid
of what could be out there
rather than of what is actually
out there.] --- 06. want, would,
having [Correct sentence: A
judge needs to take decisions
fearlessly and stand up bravely
to all pressures and odds.] ---
07. would, could, having
[Correct sentence: It is
unfortunate how people have
become so intolerant towards
each other.] --- 08. had, should,
isn't [Correct sentence: People
say that he might make a good
film director, but he doesn't
know if he is.] --- 09. does,
would, be [Correct sentence:
Our immune system protects
our body from harmful germs
that could make us ill.] --- 10.
coming, to, have [Correct

sentence: Success in life comes
from setting goals and working
hard towards them.]
Practice Makes Perfect English
Sentence Builder, Second
Edition Jun 08 2022 The go-to
sentence-building guide now
includes a brand-new, fully
comprehensive review chapter!
You’ve learned the
fundamentals of English
grammar, like spelling, word
meanings, and parts of speech.
Now it’s time to take the next
step and put them all together
to communicate complete
ideas. Practice Makes Perfect
English Sentence Builder,
Second Edition guides you
through the process of putting
the “parts” of English together
correctly, from connecting

words into clauses to writing
original sentences to creating
whole paragraphs. You’ll get
where you want in no time
through Practice Makes
Perfect’s systematic, crystal-
clear approach to building
sentences. Practice Makes
Perfect English Sentence
Builder, Second Edition
features: • Clearl explanations
of how to apply grammar to
create well-formed sentences •
Numerous examples of
correctly-formed English
sentences • Lesson
reinforcement with copious
practice exercises, include
multiple choice, sentence-
correction, and building new
sentences from scratch •
Answer key, including



suggestions for creative
exercises
Grammar Practice
Worksheets Apr 18 2023
Grammar Practice Worksheets
is packed with English! Every
page has basic English from
Beginner to the Intermediate
level. This fantastic resource
starts out with the alphabet
and writing practice pages.
Next is all about you. How to
write personal information.
Your name, birth date, phone
number and more. It is the
starting point to learning basic
English. Next is "Days of The
Week" followed by Numbers.
Examples for you to study and
practice writing. Months of the
Year, Seasons and Dates are all
inside "Grammar Practice

Worksheets." Practice your
Irregular verbs while writing
short sentences. Writing
practice with short present
simple sentences. Verbs "Be,
Do, Have" are all here for early
learners of English. Jump right
into the "Perfect Tenses" and
practice writing sentences.
Learn about subjects like
"Homophones, Math, Money,
The Article, Comparatives,
Superlatives" and much more!
Exercises include "Quantifiers,
Count and Uncountable Nouns,
Pronouns, All Eight Parts of
English." Teachers and
students will find this special
resource invaluable in the
classroom! Perfect for all ages!
Intensive Grammar Drill
English Grammar Practice

Exercises for Students, Easy
to Medium Aug 30 2021 The
use of good grammar is a skill
that you can develop and use
throughout your life. If you
experience problems with
grammar, you might try
completing grammar exercises
and testing yourself using the
exercises available. It is quite
possible to use grammar
effectively without knowing the
rules in a formal way.
Generally, when there is a
grammatical error a sentence
will not read correctly. You do
not always have to stop and
think about whether a sentence
contains a subject and a verb
(or anything else). Repeated
practice can help you better
understand grammar by



commonsense. A sentence as a
collection of words aims to
convey sense or meaning. It is
formed according to the logic
of grammar. Meaning flows
from one sentence to the next.
The simplest sentence consists
only of a noun, a naming word,
and a verb. Adjectives describe
nouns while adverbs describe
verbs. Verbs are expressed in
tenses; past, present or future.
Our grammar drill exercises
follow a simple uncluttered
format and aim to do wonders
for kids. They also serve well as
teaching tools for classroom
teachers, parents and
homeschoolers. Classroom
teachers use our exercises to
assess students' mastery of
basic grammar skills, to give

students extra practice, to
teach new strategies, and to
save precious planning time.
Parents use our exercises to
give their kids extra practice to
enhance their English
education. Homeschoolers use
our exercises for homeschool
education to develop and
strengthen English skills in
their kids. Our goal is to
provide you with
straightforward practice-
oriented material that helps
you build up a strong sense of
English grammar.
English Sentences Nov 01
2021 This is a book on the
basics of English sentences. It
contains five chapters, each of
which comprises a number of
sections with related exercises

and exercise answers. The
focus throughout is on
sentences, their functions,
structures, and some of the
most common errors in
sentence grammar and
punctuation. The first two
chapters, however, introduce
parts of speech (word classes)
and multi-word structures, viz.
phrases, clauses, and
sentences. Each chapter
focuses on a specific area,
presenting the topics in detail
and offering as many and as
diverse examples as required.
Topics are followed by
exercises that mainly require
written answers in sentence
form, keeping to the minimum
questions that involve Multiple
choice, True-False or Fill-in



blanks. Books on English
grammar are available for
readers and learners with
different backgrounds and
varying levels of English
language proficiency. This book
does not aim to provide a
textbook/exercise book that is
entirely unique in its content
and/or capacity. Simply, it is an
attempt to focus on the
specifics of the sentence in the
English language, mainly
targeting learners at an
intermediate or advanced level
who might be embarking on an
English language writing
course. In addition, the work
could be considered as a
concise and easily accessible
reference (or manual) on the
basics of English sentences, for

teachers and students alike.
More precisely, the book aims
to provide a foundation that
helps learners who want to be
perceived as competent in
producing well-formed
grammatical sentences,
analysing the grammatical
structure of sentences,
interpreting mainstream
grammatical terminology, and
recognising common sentence
errors.
Easy Writer II Oct 01 2021
Mosaics, Focusing on
Sentences in Context Jun 28
2021 Part of a three- level
developmental writing series
that integrates critical
thinking, reading, writing,
revising, and editing, this book
teaches the processes and

skills common to all good
academic writing.
Writing Essentials Mar 06
2022 Ideal as a classroom or
self-study text, WRITING
ESSENTIALS reviews basic
English skills needed for
proper spelling, sentence
structure, punctuation, and
writing. Offering brief, clear
explanations, and a wealth of
exercises, students can
practice what they've learned,
receive feedback, and apply it
to their writing.
A Sentence a Day May 27
2021 A Sentence a Day is not
your average grammar
workbook. Focusing on short,
playful, interesting sentences
with a sense of humor, these
proofreading exercises help



students learn without feeling
overwhelmed. This new edition
features 50 new exercises and
interactive elements in its
ebook+ version! Each exercise
should take only a few minutes
of class time, allowing for
frequent, consistent
reinforcement and practice of
serious writing skills. Each
exercise shows an incorrect
sentence, a sample correction,
and explanatory notes for the
teacher. With a wide range of
difficulty throughout the
lessons, this book is a great
resource for middle school
students, high school students,
or anyone looking to improve
their writing and grammar
skills.
English Sentence Exercises

(Part 3) Dec 03 2021
Exercises for Understanding
English Grammar Feb 27 2024
Examples And Exercises In
English Parsing, Syntax And
The Analysis Of Sentences Aug
23 2023 William Davis's
"Examples and Exercises in
English Parsing Syntax and the
Analysis of Sentences" is an
essential guide for anyone
looking to improve their
English grammar and writing
skills. This book includes a
variety of exercises and
examples that will help readers
understand the complexities of
English syntax and sentence
structure. Whether you're a
student, teacher, or
professional writer, this book is
a valuable resource. This work

has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know
it. This work is in the "public
domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of
the work. Scholars believe, and
we concur, that this work is
important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation
process, and thank you for
being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive



and relevant.
Grammar By Diagram -
Second Edition Workbook
Apr 06 2022 Structured to
follow each chapter of
Grammar by Diagram, second
edition, this workbook includes
practice exercises, including
cumulative exercises through
which students can check their
progress at key points, and a
“final exam” to test knowledge
of the entire text. A summary of
concepts for each chapter and
a complete answer key are also
included.
Mastering Written
Sentences Oct 25 2023 A
supplemental workbook for use
in Developmental Writing
courses and various
composition/writing courses.

Ideal for composition and ESL
courses and in writing
laboratories. Developed from a
section of ""Mastering Written
English ," " this ""supplemental
workbook ""is a key
instructional component for
learning sentence structure
and effectiveness. It is
designed to be used in
conjunction with other texts or
materials covering composition
writing. The authors created
this compact ""self-
instructional ""workbook for
students to use on their own in
any writing course on any level
and even outside an academic
setting.
A Practical French Grammar
Jan 21 2021
Steps to Good Grammar Feb 14

2023 Focuses on the essentials
of grammar in ready-to-use
worksheets. Provides flexible
lessons appropriate for small-
group or whole-class work.
Features extensive teacher
support including objectives,
strategies, and answer key.
Practical Exercises in English
Jan 16 2023 Practical Exercises
in English by Huber Gray
Buehler is a collection of
helpful exercises to understand
English grammar. Contents:
"GOOD USE, ARTICLES,
NOUNS, PRONOUNS, VERBS,
ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS,
PREPOSITIONS,
CONJUNCTIONS, APPENDIX."
The Complete Sentence
Workout Book with Readings
Jul 10 2022 The Complete



Sentence Workout Book with
Readings develops students'
acquisition of skills in
grammar, punctuation, and
mechanics through an
unparalleled assortment of
exercises and activities,
helping them gain confidence
in their sentence skills so they
can focus on writing. This
textbook makes grammar and
punctuation accessible to
students. Although traditional
terminology is used, activities
focus on applying grammatical
forms rather than memorizing
rules.
The Complete Sentence
Workout Book Apr 30 2024
Jensen's Grammar Feb 22 2021
Jensen’s Grammar lessons and
exercises were built with three

concepts in mind. First, spaced
repetition is the key to
learning; hence, there is review
in every lesson. Second, the
information is given
incrementally; that is, the
material comes in a natural
progression of detail and
concept interwoven so as to
move you along with something
new each lesson while fitting it
in with the material previously
learned and practiced. Third,
the sentences in the exercises
will generally set a scene or
describe an action. Thus, they
are usually more interesting
reading in themselves instead
of the random sentences in
exercises found in most
grammar texts. Students
completing this course will

learn valuable skills. how to
create, place, and punctuate
relative clauses in order to
write more sophisticated
sentencesa simple procedure to
reduce the number of words in
a sentence to help you search
for subjects and verbshow to
use a simple chart that unlocks
the mystery of differentiating
the major parts of speechhow
to use the words and structures
you are being taught in your
own sentencesunderstanding
the fundamentals of grammar
in such a way that you will not
forget them but will use them
effectively
Sentence Skills Mar 25 2021
This form is designed to help
students master the essential
grammar, mechanics,



punctuation, and usage rules
needed for clear, thoughtful
writing. All three versions of
Sentence skills - Form A, Form
B, and Sentence Skills with
Readings, feature a flexible
format and a wide variety of
engaging examples, exercises
and mastery tests. Each
alternative version features
different exercises, examples
and mastery tests. Form B now
includes a new opening section
on the writing process,
complete with a careful
sequence of interesting
activities that help students
learn and master the principles
of effecive writing, one step at
a time.
High School Exercises in
Grammar May 20 2023

Stay Smart Answer Key: 188
Advanced Sentence
Diagramming Exercises May 08
2022 Do you and your students
already know how to diagram
sentences? If you're looking for
a fun, easy way to keep your
grammar and sentence
diagramming skills sharp,
these daily advanced sentence
diagramming exercises are for
you! In this answer key, you'll
find over 188 interesting
sentences to diagram, answer
keys for each sentence,
grammar tips, and extensive
review material. This book
makes it easy to see the
answers and correct the
sentence diagramming
exercises from the Stay Smart
Workbook! Enjoy being a

confident, amazing grammar
teacher without having to do
any preparation. Everything
you need is in this book! "I am
studying for the GMAT and
have found your website and
diagramming books to be
invaluable!" - Karen-Kim,
Student "I feel more equipped
to explore a whole new world
of knowledge simply because I
am armed with a fuller
understanding of how the
sentence works." - Phil, Writer
"I operate a small school in
Thailand. I recently bought
your book and have been using
it to teach my students and
myself. My students and I love
it." - Charles, Teacher &
Principal
English Grammar Workbook



For Dummies Aug 11 2022
English Grammar Workbook
For Dummies, UK Edition is
grammar First Aid for anyone
wanting to perfect their
English and develop the
practical skills needed to write
and speak correctly. Each
chapter focuses on key
grammatical principles, with
easy-to-follow theory and
examples as well as practice
questions and explanations.
From verbs, prepositions and
tenses, to style, expressions
and tricky word traps, this
hands-on workbook is essential
for both beginners looking to
learn and practise the basics of
English grammar, and those
who want to brush up skills
they already have - quickly,

easily, and with confidence.
English Grammar Workbook
For Dummies, UK Edition
covers: Part I: Laying the
Groundwork: Grammar Basics
Chapter 1: Placing the Proper
Verb in the Proper Place
Chapter 2: Matchmaker, Make
Me a Match: Pairing Subjects
and Verbs Correctly Chapter 3:
Who Is She, and What Is It?
The Lowdown on Pronouns
Chapter 4: Finishing What You
Start: Writing Complete
Sentences Part II: Mastering
Mechanics Chapter 5:
Exercising Comma Sense
Chapter 6: Made You Look!
Punctuation Marks That
Demand Attention Chapter 7:
One Small Mark, a Whole New
Meaning: Apostrophes Chapter

8: "Let Me Speak!" Quotation
Marks Chapter 9: Hitting the
Big Time: Capital Letters Part
III: The Pickier Points of
Correct Verb and Pronoun Use
Chapter 10: The Case of It (And
Other Pronouns) Chapter 11:
Choosing the Best Pronoun for
a Tricky Sentence Chapter 12:
Travelling in Time: Tricky Verb-
Tense Situations Chapter 13:
Are You and Your Verbs in the
Right Mood? Part IV: All You
Need to Know about
Descriptions and Comparisons
Chapter 14: Writing Good or
Well: Adjectives and Adverbs
Chapter 15: Going on Location:
Placing Descriptions Correctly
Chapter 16: For Better or
Worse: Forming Comparisons
Chapter 17: Apples and



Oranges: Improper
Comparisons Part V: Writing
with Style Chapter 18: Keeping
Your Balance Chapter 19:
Spicing Up and Trimming
Down Your Sentences Chapter
20: Steering Clear of Tricky
Word Traps Part VI: The Part of
Tens Chapter 21: Ten Over-
corrections Chapter 22: Ten
Errors to Avoid at All Cost
Beginning and Ending
Sentences Mar 18 2023
Enhance your lesson plans and
reinforce sentence structure
skills with the classroom-tested
activities in this packet. They
are designed to give students
practice with lowercase letters,
capitalization, and punctuation.
Each activity includes a stated
purpose, list of materials, step-

by-step procedures, and when
applicable, suggestions for
adapting it. You will also find
worksheets for additional
practice.
The Uses of Grammar Oct 13
2022 In this second edition of
The Uses of Grammar, Judith
Rodby and W. Ross Winterowd
develop their successful first
edition with new examples,
more discussion questions and
exercises, and clear
explanations of the
grammatical principles that
teach students to understand
grammar conceptually and
deeply. The first edition has
been completely redesigned
visually to enhance learning
and retention. Rodby and
Winterowd’s The Uses of

Grammar 2e is an accessible
approach grounded in deep
understanding of language
acquisition, structure, and even
the rhetoric of everyday use.
The Uses of Grammar 2e
integrates traditional,
structural, and functional
concepts with ideas from
contemporary linguistics and
grammatical study. Rather than
simply partition the study of
grammar from the bottom
up—from the parts to the
whole—Rodby and Winterowd
employ a unique structure
based on the differentiation of
form and function.
Perfect Your Sentences Feb
02 2022 A Handy Book, For
Use At Home Or At School, To
Help Students Improve The



Quality And Variety Of Their
Sentences. Rules And
Guidelines Are Given, Without
Too Much Linguistic
Terminology. There Are Also
Practice Sentences As Well As
Plenty Of Exercises. Answers
Are Provided So That Pupils
May Correct Their Own Work.
Mastering English Jul 30
2021
From Word to Sentence Dec
27 2023 From Word to
Sentence presents a thorough
examination of grammar,
usage, and sentence style. The
book is set up as a series of
rules followed by examples.
Among the special features are
a section on the capitalization
of religious terms, an entire
unit on diagraming, and a

glossary of frequently confused
words. In addition, there are a
variety of sentence exercises,
including some on inclusive
language, parallel structure,
and sentence combining. The
book is designed as an
instructional guide and as a
handbook for writers and
editors.
English structure practice Jul
22 2023
Writing Talk Dec 15 2022
Writing Talk addresses
students' diverse learning
styles by providing the most
varied practice exercises. Each
student learns differently.
Winkler and McCuen-Matherall
created a writing series to help
instructors reach more
students. Writing Talk reaches

more students by providing the
most varied practice exercises
of any writing text. Every unit
contains Practice Exercises,
Unit Tests, Unit Talk-Write
Exercises, Unit Collaborative
Assignments, Unit Writing
Assignments, and Photo
Writing Assignments. These
diverse exercises will help
students of all types, including
visual, audio, and collaborative
learners learn and retain the
material.
English Sentence Exercises
(Part 2) Apr 26 2021
Sentence Diagramming
Exercises Jan 28 2024 These
exercises teach you step-by-
step how to diagram the eight
parts of speech, independent
clauses, dependent adverb



clauses, dependent noun
clauses, dependent adjective
clauses, verb phrases,
prepositional phrases, gerunds,
infinitives, participles, and
more. You'll learn grammar and
diagramming with these short,
simple lessons and exercises,
and you'll find all of the
answers in the back so that you
can easily check your work.
These grammar exercises will
work for you whether you're a
teacher, a student, a writer, an
editor, a businessman, a
parent, a grandparent, or just a
person who loves learning.
When you're done with this
book, you'll possess a powerful
tool for using and
understanding language. You'll
be able to write with clarity,

and you'll actually enjoy
grammar. My son just started
diagramming sentences. He
really enjoys it and says
grammar is now his favorite
subject! Thanks for inspiring
my son and me. - Margaret,
Homeschool Mom I have
started using your grammar
exercises in my writing classes,
and the students are quite
engaged. - Susan, ESL Teacher
I didn't "get" grammar at all
growing up, and I was scared
of it. Teaching it is terrifying
for me. However, diagramming
is helping me, so I am teaching
it to my students as well. Thank
you for inspiring me to love
grammar and to feel more
confident. - Megan, High
School English Teacher I have

all your materials, and I think
it's all superb. It is a great way
to make grammar tuition more
dynamic/interactive and less
didactic. It also appeals to
visual learners. - Terry,
Literacy Program Coordinator
When I think of the complete
breezing-over of this subject in
my school years, I'm amazed I
can communicate at all.
Although I actually get paid to
write, I have always felt that
my underlying grammatical
strength was missing. I love the
fact that this material is a
confidence-boosting exercise as
well as an educational one. I
feel more equipped to explore a
whole new world of knowledge,
simply because I am armed
with a fuller understanding of



how the sentence works and
what the author is saying with
style, content, and syntax. -
Phil, Writer I find sentence
diagramming fun, and my
confidence is slowly but surely
growing. I think I've missed out
on a lot since my teachers
never taught me this brilliant
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was in school! I would
definitely recommend my
friends use this method. -
Carol, Grammar Lover To be
honest with you, the only only
way I can stomach studying
grammar is through sentence
diagramming. I have a
"normal" grammar book, but I
get so fed up trying to learn all
of the rules and the exceptions
to the rules. - Elizabeth,
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